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Abstract
We consider two partial di+erential operators D1 and D2 having eigenfunctions de,ned with Laguerre
functions. We give the harmonic analysis associated with D1 and D2. We de,ne and study the Wigner
transform associated with D1 and D2, and we prove for this transform an inversion formula. Next we consider
classes of symbols which allows us to de,ne the Weyl transform associated with D1 and D2. An integral
relation between the precedent Weyl and Wigner transforms is given. At last, we study criterions in term of
symbols for the boundedness and compactness of this Weyl transform.
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0. Introduction
In [1], we have introduced and studied the Wigner–Bessel transform, and the Weyl–Bessel trans-
form. In this paper, we study these transforms in another context. More precisely, we consider the
partial di+erential operators D1 and D2 de,ned on K = [0;+∞[× R, by

D1 =
@
@t
;
D2 =
@2
@x2
+
2+ 1
x
@
@x
+ x2
@2
@t2
; (x; t)∈ ]0;+∞[× R;
(1)
where  is a nonnegative number.
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For =n−1; n∈N\{0}, the operator D2 is the radial part of the subLaplacian on the Heisenberg
group H n (see [2]).
The Harmonic analysis associated with D1 and D2, has been studied in [6]. Using these results
we de,ne and study in this work the Wigner transform associated with these operators on S?(K)×
S?(K), where S?(K) is the Schwartz space. We establish somes properties of this transform, in
particular an inversion formula. We consider two classes of symbols Sl(K×R×N) and Sl0(K×R×N),
where l∈R ∪{+∞} and we de,ne the Weyl transform W associated with D1 and D2, where  is a
symbol. For  in S∞0 (K ×R×N), we prove that W is continuous from S?(K) into itself, and can
be extended to a linear continuous operator from Lq(K) into L
q′
 (K); (1=q+ 1=q′ = 1), where Lq(K)
is the space of qth integrable functions on K with respect to the measure dm (dm is the positive
measure de,ned on K by dm(x; t) = (x2+1=( + 1)) dx dt). We give criterions in terms of the
symbols in Lr(K×R×N); 16 r6 2, for the boundedness and compacteness of the Weyl transform,
where Lr(K ×R×N) is the space of the rth integrable functions on K ×R×N with respect to the
measure dm⊗d (d is the positive measure de,ned on R×N by d(; m)=Lm(0)||+1 d⊗m
with Lm is the Laguerre polynomial of degree m and order , d is the Lebesgue measure on R
and m is the Dirac measure at m). Furthermore, we prove that W is a compact operator on L2(K)
for  in S∞0 (K × R ×N), and  in Lr(K × R ×N); 16 r6 2. At last, we prove that there exists
a function  in Lr(K × R × N); r ¿ 2, such that the Weyl transform W is not a bounded linear
operator on L2(K).
1. Eigenfunction of the operators D1 and D2
Notations. We denote by
• R? = R \ {0}, and F(R? ×N) the space of functions de,ned on R? ×N.
• + and − the operators de,ned on F(R? ×N) by
+g(; m) = g(; m+ 1)− g(; m);
−g(; m) =
{
g(; m)− g(; m− 1) if m¿ 1;
g(; 0) if m= 0:
• 1 and 2 the operators de,ned on F(R? ×N) by
1g(; m) =
1
|| {m+−g(; m) + (+ 1)+g(; m)};
2g(; m) =− 12 {(+ m+ 1)+g(; m) + m−g(; m)}:
The function ’(;m)(x; t); (; m)∈R×N, de,ned by
∀(x; t)∈K; ’(;m)(x; t) = eit−||x2=2 L

m(||x2)
Lm(0)
; (2)
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where Lm [4] is the Laguerre polynomial of degree m and order , is the unique solution of the
system

D1u= iu;
D2u=−4||
(
m+
+ 1
2
)
u;
u(0; 0) = 1;
@
@x
u(0; t) = 0 for all t ∈R:
This function satis,es the following properties:
(i) For all (; m)∈R×N, the function ’(;m) is in,nitely di+erentiable on R2, even with respect
to the ,rst variable and satis,es
sup
(x; t)∈K
|’(;m)(x; t)|= 1: (3)
(ii) For all (; m)∈R? ×N and (x; t)∈K , we have

1’(;m)(x; t) =−x2’(;m)(x; t);(
2 +
@
@
)
’(;m)(x; t) = it’(;m)(x; t):
(4)
(iii) There exists a constant Ap¿ 0 such that for all p; q∈N:∣∣∣∣ @(p+q)@xp@tq ’(;m)(x; t)
∣∣∣∣6Ap||q(1 + |x|)p
(
1 + ||
(
m+
+ 1
2
))p
: (5)
2. Generalized convolution product and Fourier transform associated with the operators D1 and D2
Notations. We denote by
• S?(K) the space of C∞-functions on R2 even with respect to the ,rst variable and rapidly
decreasing together with all their derivatives, i.e. for all k; p; q∈N, we have
Nk;p;q(f) = sup
(x; t)∈K
(1 + x2 + t2)k
∣∣∣∣ @p+q@xp@tq f(x; t)
∣∣∣∣¡+∞: (6)
• S(R×N) the space of functions g :R×N→ C satisfying
(i) For all m;p; q; r; s∈N, the function
→ p
(
||
(
m+
+ 1
2
))q
r1
(
2 +
@
@
)s
g(; m)
is bounded and continuous on R, of class C∞ on R?, and the left and the right derivatives at zero
exist.
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(ii) For all k; p; q∈N, we have &k;p;q(g)¡+∞, where
&k;p;q(g) = sup
(;m)∈R?×N
(1 + 2(1 + m2))k
∣∣∣∣p1
(
2 +
@
@
)q
g(; m)
∣∣∣∣ : (7)
Equipped with the topology de,ned by the semi-norms Nk;p;q (resp. &k;p;q) the space S?(K)
(resp. S(R×N)) is a FrHechet space.
• Lp (K); p∈ [1;+∞], (resp. Lp (K×K)) the space of pth integrable functions f on K (resp. K×K)
with respect to the measure dm, (resp. dm ⊗ dm), where dm is the positive measure de,ned
on K , for ¿ 0, by dm(x; t) = x2+1=( + 1) dx dt. The associated norm will be denoted by
‖f‖p;m (resp. ‖f‖p;m⊗m ).• Lp (R × N); p∈ [1;+∞], (resp. Lp (K × R × N)) the space of pth integrable functions g on
R×N (resp. K × R×N) with respect to the measure d (resp. dm ⊗ d) where d(; m) =
Lm(0)||+1 d ⊗ m; m is the Dirac measure at m and d is the Lebesgue measure. We denote
by ‖g‖p; (resp. ‖g‖p;m⊗ ) its norm.
From Proposition II.4 given p. 344 [5], and the proof of Proposition II.10 p. 348 [5], we have
for f and g in S(R×N):∫
R×N
f(; m)1g(; m) d(; m) =
∫
R×N
1f(; m)g(; m) d(; m); (8)
∫
R×N
f(; m)
[(
2 +
@
@
)
g(; m)
]
d(; m)
=
∫
R×N
[(
2 +
@
@
)
f(; m)
]
g(; m) d(; m): (9)
2.1. Generalized convolution product
In [5,6], the authors have studied the generalized translation operators, T(x; t); (x; t)∈K ×R, asso-
ciated with the operators D1 and D2, de,ned for a continuous function f on K by
T(x; t)f(y; s) =


1
2
∫ 2
0
f(
√
x2 + y2 + 2xy cos ); s+ t + xy sin )) d) if = 0;


∫ 2
0
∫ 1
0
f(
√
x2 + y2 + 2xyr cos ); s+ t + xyr sin ))
r(1− r2)−1 dr d) if ¿ 0:
These operators satisfy the following properties:
• For all ((x; t); (y; s))∈K2 and f in S?(K)
T(0;0)f(y; s) = f(y; s); T

(x; t)f(y; s) = T

(y;s)f(x; t): (10)
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• The functions ’(;m); (; m)∈R×N, satisfy the product formula:
∀(x; t); (y; s)∈K; ’(;m)(x; t)’(;m)(y; s) = T(x; t)’(;m)(y; s):
• Let p∈ [1;+∞] and f∈Lp (K). Then for all (x; t)∈K , we have
‖T(x; t)f‖p;m6 ‖f‖p;m : (11)
• Let g in L1(K), then for all (x; t)∈K we have∫
K
T(x; t)g(y; s) dm(y; s) =
∫
K
g(y; s) dm(y; s): (12)
The generalized convolution product of two continuous functions on K with compact support is
de,ned by
(f? g)(x; t) =
∫
K
T(x; t)f(y; s)g(y;−s) dm(y; s): (13)
We have
f? g= g ? f: (14)
2.2. Generalized Fourier transform
The generalized Fourier transform F associated with the operators D1 and D2 is de,ned on L1(K)
by
∀(; m)∈R×N; F(f)(; m) =
∫
K
’(−;m)(x; t)f(x; t) dm(x; t): (15)
Theorem 2.1. (i) The generalized Fourier transform F is a topological isomorphism from S?(K)
onto S(R×N).
(ii) Let f be in L1(K) such that F(f) belongs to L
1
(R×N), then we have the inversion formula
f(x; t) =
∫
R×N
F(f)(; m)’(;m)(x; t) d(; m) a:e on K:
Proposition 2.1. Let f be in S?(K). For all p; q∈N; (x; t) and (y; s)∈K , there exist C¿ 0; ri ∈N;
16 i6 3, such that∣∣∣∣ @p+q@xp@tq T (x; t)f(y; s)
∣∣∣∣6C(1 + |x|)pNr1 ;r2 ;r3(f): (16)
Proof. From Theorem 2.1 and formula (5), we have
@p+q
@xp@tq
T (x; t)f(y; s) =
+∞∑
m=0
Lm(0)
∫
R
@p+q
@xp@tq
’(;m)(x; t)’(;m)(y; s)F(f)(; m)||+1 d:
We obtain the result from this relation.
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3. Wigner transform associated with D1 and D2
Notation. We denote by S?(K ×R×N) the space of functions h de,ned on K ×R×N such that
• ∀(; m)∈R×N, the function (x; t)→ h ((x; t); (; m)) belongs to S?(K).
• ∀(x; t)∈K , the function (; m)→ h((x; t); (; m)) belongs to S(R×N).
De%nition 3.1. The Wigner transform V associated with D1 and D2 on S?(K)×S?(K) is de,ned
for all (x; t)∈K , and all (; m)∈R×N, by
V (f; g)((x; t); (; m)) =F(f:T(x; t)g)(; m) = g ? (f˜’˜(−;m))(x; t);
where f˜(y; s) = f(y;−s) and ’˜(−;m)(y; s) = ’(−;m)(y;−s).
Proposition 3.1. (i) The transform V is a bilinear mapping from S?(K)×S?(K) into S?(K ×
R×N)
(ii) Let f; g be in L2(K) then we have
‖V (f; g)‖∞;m⊗6 ‖f‖2;m‖g‖2;m and ‖V (f; g)‖2;m⊗6 ‖f‖2;m‖g‖2;m :
Proof. (i) Let f∈S?(K) then the mapping (x; t)→ T(x; t)f is continuous from K into S?(K) (see
[6, p. 261])
(ii) HJolder inequality, Plancherel formula (see [5, p. 349]), De,nition 3.1 and Eq. (11) give the
result.
Theorem 3.1. Let g be in (L1 ∩ L2)(K) with c =
∫
K g(y; s) dm(y; s) = 0.
(i) For all f in (L1 ∩ L2)(K) we have
∀(; m)∈R×N; F(f)(; m) = 1
c
∫
K
V (f; g)((x; t); (; m)) dm(x; t): (17)
(ii) (Inversion formula). If moreover F(f) belongs to L1(R×N), we have
f(z; r) =
1
c
∫
R×N
’(;m)(z; r)
[∫
K
V (f; g)((x; t); (; m)) dm(x; t)
]
d(; m) a:e: on K: (18)
Proof. We deduce the result by using De,nition 3.1, Fubini’s theorem and formulas (11) and
(12).
4. Weyl transform associated with D1 and D2
De%nition 4.1. A function ((x; t); (; m)) belongs to a class of symbols Sl(K × R × N) (resp.
Sl0(K × R×N)) if it satis,es
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(i) For ,xed (; m)∈R×N, the function (x; t)→ ((x; t); (; m)) de,ned on K is C∞ on R2 and
even with respect to the ,rst variable.
(ii) For ,xed (x; t) in K the function (; m) → ((x; t); (; m)) de,ned on R × N is such that
→ ((x; t); (; m)) is C∞ on R?, such that the left and the right derivatives at zero exist, and for
all k; r; s; p; q∈N, there exists a constant C¿ 0 such that∣∣∣∣ @p+q@xp@tq r1
(
2 +
@
@
)s
((x; t); (; m))
∣∣∣∣6C(1 + 2(1 + m2))l−r−s: (19)
(resp.
(1 + x2 + t2)k
∣∣∣∣ @p+q@xp@tq r1
(
2 +
@
@
)s
((x; t); (; m))
∣∣∣∣6C(1 + 2(1 + m2))l−r−s): (20)
Notation. We denote by
S∞0 (K × R×N) =
⋂
l∈R
Sl0(K × R×N) (21)
Remark 4.1. Let q∈ [1;+∞[ and l∈R such that lq¡− (+2)=2. Then Sl0(K×R×N) is included
in Lq(K × R×N).
Proposition 4.1. The space S∞0 (K × R×N) is dense in Lr(K × R×N); 16 r ¡∞.
Proof. The same proof as for Proposition II.13 p. 350 in [5] gives the result.
De%nition 4.2. For all  in Sl(K × R×N); l∈R, we de,ne the bilinear operator H on S?(K)×
S?(K) by
∀(z; r)∈K;
H(f; g)(z; r) =
∫
R×N
∫
K
’(;m)(z; r)((x; t); (; m))
×V (f; g)((x; t); (; m)) dm(x; t) d(; m): (22)
We denote by H(f; g) = H(f; g)(0; 0).
Examples. Let 1((x; t); (; m)) = i and 2((x; t); (; m)) =−4||(m+ (+ 1)=2).
Then for all f; g in S?(K), we have

H1(f; g)(z; r) = c(D1f)(z; r);
H2(f; g)(z; r) = c(D2f)(z; r) with c =
∫
K
g(x; t) dm(x; t):
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De%nition 4.3. Let  be in Sl(K×R×N); l¡−(+2)=2. We de,ne the Weyl transform associated
with D1 and D2 on S?(K) by
∀(x; t)∈K;
W(f)(x; t) =
∫
R×N
∫
K
’(−;m)(x; t)((y; s); (; m))T(x; t)f(y; s) dm(y; s) d(; m): (23)
Theorem 4.1. Let  be in S∞0 (K × R×N). Then W is continuous from S?(K) into itself.
Proof. Using the Theorem of derivation under the integral and formula (5) we deduce that there
exists Ap¿ 0 such that
|(1 + x2 + t2)k @
p
@xp
@q
@tq
W(f)(x; t)|
6Ap
∑
06i6p
∑
06j6q
CipC
j
q
∫
R×N
∫
K
(1 + x2 + t2)k(1 + |x|)i
∣∣∣∣ @p−i@xp−i @
q−j
@tq−j
T (y;s)f(x; t)
∣∣∣∣
×||j
(
1 + ||
(
m+
+ 1
2
))i
|((y; s); (; m))| dm(y; s) d(; m):
Let t′¿ (+3=2); s¡− (+2)=2, then from equality (21) and Proposition 2.1 we deduce that there
exist A′¿ 0 and ri ∈N; 16 i6 3, such that
Nk;p;q(W(f))6A′Nr1 ;r2 ;r3(f)‖1 + (2(1 + m2))s‖1; ‖(1 + x2 + t2)−t
′‖1;m ;
where the norm Nk;p;q is given by (6).
Lemma 4.1. Let  be in S∞0 (K × R×N). The function k de4ned on K × K by
k((x; t); (y; s)) =
∫
R×N
’(−;m)(x; t)T(x; t)[((:; :); (; m)](y; s) d(; m) (24)
satis4es
(i) For all q∈ [1;+∞[ there exist p∈N such that p¿ (+ 32)1=q and Mp;q ¿ 0 such that
∀(x; t)∈K;
∫
K
|k((x; t); (y; s))|q dm(y; s)6 Mp;q(1 + x2 + t2)pq : (25)
(ii) The function k belongs to Lq(K × K); q¿ 1.
Proof. (i) We denote by
7((y; s); (; m)) = (1 + 2(1 + m2))−l
[
I − 1 −
(
2 +
@
@
)2]p
((y; s); (; m)):
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Let q∈ [1;+∞[; p; l∈N such that p¿ ( + 32)1=q; l¡ − ( + 2)=2q. Using formulas (4), (3),
(8), (9), we have
(1 + x2 + t2)pk((x; t); (y; s)) =
∫
R×N
[
I − 1 −
(
2 +
@
@
)2]p
’(−;m)(x; t)
×T(x; t)[((:; :); (; m)](y; s) d(; m)
=
∫
R×N
T(x; t)7(:; (; m))(y; s)’(−;m)(x; t)
×(1 + 2(1 + m2))l d(; m):
Let q′ such that 1=q+ 1=q′ = 1. Using HJolder’s inequality, and formula (11) we deduce that
(1 + x2 + t2)qp
∫
K
|k((x; t); (y; s))|q dm(y; s)6 ‖(1 + 2(1 + m2))l‖qq;‖7‖qq′ ;m⊗ :
We obtain (25) from this inequality.
(ii) We deduce the result from (25).
Theorem 4.2. Let  be in S∞0 (K × R×N), we have
(i) For all f in S?(K)
∀(x; t)∈K; W(f)(x; t) =
∫
K
k((x; t); (y; s))f(y; s) dm(y; s): (26)
(ii) Let q∈ [1;+∞[ and q′ be such that 1=q+ 1=q′ = 1. Then for all f in S?(K) we have
‖W(f)‖q′ ;m6 ‖k‖q′ ;m⊗m‖f‖q;m : (27)
(iii) The operator W can be extended to a linear continuous operator denoted also by W, from
Lq(K) into L
q′
 (K). In particular W is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator, and a compact operator on
L2(K).
Proof. We deduce these results from Lemma 4.1.
Theorem 4.3. Let  be in Sl0(K × R ×N); l¡ − ( + 2)=2. Then for all f; g in S?(K), we have
H(f; g) = 〈W(g); Lf〉 where 〈:; :〉 is the inner product of L2(K).
Proof. Let l¡− (+2)=2, using De,nitions 3.1, 4.1, 4.2, formula (11), and Fubini’s Theorem we
obtain
H(f; g) =
∫
K
f(y; s)W(g)(y; s) dm(y; s) = 〈W(g); Lf〉:
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5. Weyl transforms associated with D1 and D2 with symbols in Lr(K × R× N); 16 r6 2
Notation. We denote by B(L2(K)) the C
?-algebra of all bounded linear operators : from L2(K)
into itself with the norm ‖:‖? = sup‖f‖2; m=1‖:(f)‖2;m .
Theorem 5.1. For r ∈ [1; 2], there exists a unique bounded linear operator
W : Lr(K × R×N)→ B(L2(K));
→ W
such that for all f; g in S?(K):
〈W(g); Lf〉=
∫
K
∫
R×N
((x; t)); (; m))V (f; g)((x; t); (; m)) dm(x; t) d(; m) (28)
and
‖W‖?6 ‖‖r;m⊗ : (29)
Proof. Let  be in S∞0 (K × R × N). Then using Proposition 3.1 we have ‖W‖?6 ‖‖1;m⊗
and ‖W‖?6 ‖‖2;m⊗ . From these relations and the Riesz–Thorin Theorem (see [3, p. 193]),we
deduce that for all ∈Lr(K × R×N); r ∈ [1; 2], we have ‖W‖?6 ‖‖r;m⊗ .
Theorem 5.2. Let  be in Lr(K × R × N); 16 r6 2, then W : L2(K) → L2(K), is a compact
operator.
Proof. Let  be in Lr(K×R×N); 16 r6 2, and {k}k¿1 a sequence of functions in S∞0 (K×R×N)
such that k →  in Lr(K × R×N) as k → +∞. Then using Theorem 4.2, Wk : L2(K) → L2(K)
is compact for all k ∈N. By formula (29), W is the limit in B(L2(K)) of the sequence {Wk}k¿1.
Thus W : L2(K)→ L2(K) is compact.
6. Weyl transform associated with D1 and D2 and with symbol in Lr(K × R× N); 2¡ r ¡ +∞
Theorem 6.1. For r ∈ ]2;+∞[, there exists a function  in Lr(K × R × N) such that the Weyl
transform associated with D1 and D2, de4ned by (23) is not a bounded linear operator on L2(K).
Proof. Suppose that for all  in Lr(K × R × N); 2¡r¡∞, the Weyl transform W de,ned by
(23) is a bounded linear operator on L2(K). Then for all  in L
r
(K×R×N), there exists a positive
constant C such that ‖W‖?6C. We denote by S2={f∈S?(K)=‖f‖2;m=1} and G={Qf;g() :
Lr(K × R × N) → C=f; g∈S2} where Qf;g() = 〈W(g); Lf〉. Then using the Banach Steinhauss
Theorem, there exists a positive constant C such that for all f; g∈S2 we have ‖Qf;g‖?6C,
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and for r ¿ 2; r′such that 1=r + 1=r′ = 1, we have using Theorem 4.3
sup
‖‖r; m⊗
|〈W(g); Lf〉|= ‖V (f; g)‖r′ ;m⊗6C:
Using the density of S?(K) into L2(K), we deduce that for all f in L
2
(K) we have
‖V (f;f)‖r′ ;m⊗6C‖f‖22;m : (30)
We shall give now a function f in L2(K) such that inequality (30) is impossible. Let f be a
function in L2(K) such that its support is included in [− 1; 1]× [− 1; 1]. We have by De,nition 3.1
|V (f;f)((x; t); (; m))|6 |f|? |f˜|(x; t);
where ? is the generalized convolution de,ned by formula (15). So from [6, p. 251], for all
(; m)∈R×N, the support of (x; t)→ V (f;f)((x; t); (; m)) is included in B= [− 2; 2]× [− 4; 4]:
Using HJolder’s inequality and Eq. (30) we have∥∥∥∥
∫
B
V (f;f)((x; t); (; m)) dm(x; t)
∥∥∥∥
r′ ; 
6
[∫
B
dm(x; t)
]1=r
‖V (f;f)‖r′ ;m⊗ :
So the function (; m) → ∫B V (f;f)((x; t); (; m)) dm(x; t), belongs to Lr′ (R × N); 1¡r′¡ 2. On
the other hand using Theorem 3.1, we have
∫
K V (f;f)((x; t); (; m)) dm(x; t)= cF(f)(; m), where
c =
∫
K f(x; t) dm(x; t) and c = 0. So we deduce that the function (; m) →F(f)(; m) belongs to
Lr
′
 (R×N); 1¡r′¡ 2:
Now we consider the function f(x; t) = h(t)g(x) with
h(t) =
{ |t|−1=r if |t|6 1;
0 elsewhere
and g(x) =
{ |x|2(k−−1) if |x|6 1;
0 elsewhere;
where k ∈R such that k ¿ (+ 1)=2.
The function f belongs to L2(K), and we shall prove that F(f) does not belongs to L
r′
 (R ×
N); 1¡r′¡ 2, so inequality (30) is not valid.
Let D = 1=(+ 1)Lm(0). Then using formula (15), we have
F(f)(; m) = D
1
||1=r′+k
(∫ ||
0
u−1=r cos(u) du
)
×
(∫ ||
0
e−u=2Lm(u)u
k−1 du
)
:
As L0(0) = 1, we obtain
‖F(f)‖r′r′ ;  =
∞∑
m=0
Lm(0)
∫
R
|F(f)(; m)|r′ ||+1 d:
¿
1
[(+ 1)]r
′
∫
R
|g()|r′ ||−kr′ d;
where g() = (
∫ ||
0 u
−1=r cos(u) du)(
∫ ||
0 e
−u=2uk−1 du).
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But we have
∫∞
0 u
−1=r cos(u) du = 2 sin(=2r)(1 − 1=r) and ∫∞0 e−(u=2)uk−1 du = 2k(k). So
there exist C¿ 0; R¿ 0, such that for ||¿R we have |g()|¿C and ‖F(f)‖r′r′ ; ¿ (1=[(+
1)]r
′
)Cr
′ ∫∞
R ||−kr
′
d. Thus ‖F(f)‖r′r′ ;  = +∞, if k ¡ ( + 1)=r′. Therefore, inequality (30) is
impossible if we pick k to be some number in the interval ](+ 1)=2; (+ 1)=r′[.
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